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Build the tower
Item #: 900000105

Build towers as shown on the as-
signment cards. Learn to distinguish 
various colors and shapes and to 
convert a 2-D picture into a 3-D 
structure. Improve hand-eye coordi-
nation and fine motor skills.

Stick the shape
Item #: 900000082

Combine color and shape and take the correct 
card as quickly as possible with the suction cup. 
Develop precision and speed. 

Sort the beads
Item #: 900000086

Learn about shapes, colors, order and 
patterns. Follow the patterns as shown 
on the assignment cards to fill the stan-
dard or thread. Choose own colors for 
the black and white patterns.
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Mathematics

Rings and sticks
Item #: 900000101

Create the figures of the assignment cards with 
the rings and sticks or create your own. Compare 
various colors and sizes. Stimulate fine motor skills 
and visual analysis. 

Build a flower
Item #: 900000092 

Place the colorful shapes on the rods 
and create beautiful flowers. Develop 
spatial orientation and fine motor skills. 

With the products for mathematics, a  
child learns to count and to link numerical  
symbols to quantities. 
 
The child also practices colors, shapes, and 
the activity of sorting and serializing.

Learning to use, understand and experi-
ence these skills lays the groundwork for 
arithmetic and mathematics.

I learn 
about 
shape  
and  
color
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Sort the figure
Item #: 900000104

Use the blocks to experiment with 
various colors and sizes. Position 
the blocks in the frame to develop 
spatial reasoning and fine motor 
skills.

Sort the bears
Item #: 900000083

Place the bears with the same color 
and size in front of or on the assign-
ment card. Use the 
tweezer to develop 
fine motor skills.

I learn about color and size
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I learn about  
color nuances

From dark  
to light
Item #: 900000093

Sort cards from darkest to  
lightest and vice versa. Learn to 
understand gradations of hue 
and the impact it has on images.

Stack the rings
Item #: 900000107

Aim to be the first to fill up  
the sticks by throwing dice to 
collect rings. Practice counting, 
addition and subtraction. 

I learn to  
build and 
count

I learn about color and size
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From 1 to 10
Item #: 900000089

Find and count
Item #: 900000085

Search for assignment strip 
items on the theme boards. 
For each item found, place a 
bead on the stand. Flip the 
assignment strip over for  
the answers, shown in both 
dots and numbers. Stimulate 
counting and number sense 
up to 10.  

I learn to 
count up 
to 10
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Discover and combine cards with the same number  
representation. Numbers 1-10 are visualised in  
various ways: number symbols, dice, part of a  
circle, stars and rectangles.



Count the  
apples
Item #: 900000091

Fill trees with the amount of red  
apples, indicated by a number  
symbol and dots. Complete trees  
with green apples up to 10.  
Develop fine motor skills. 

Mathematic bus 
Item #: 900000108

Let passengers get on or off the bus to practice 
math skills. How many passengers take a ride 
with the bus? Introduce counting, adding and 
subtracting up to 10. 
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From full  
to empty 
Item #: 900000090

Sort the images from empty to  
full and vice versa. While playing, 
children learn about concepts such as 
“more than” and “less than”.

I learn about volume
What time is it
Item #: 900000110

Learn to tell the time from  
1 to 12 or from 13 to 24 hours. 
Learn to identify the hour and 
minute hands.

Peek and tell
Item #: 900000106

Place the items in the wooden stand 
as shown on the assignment cards 
or create your own story. Stimulate 
spatial orientation,  
vocabulary and  
storytelling.
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I learn about volume
Build the figures 
Item #: 900000094 

Create the geometric image by following 
an assignment card. For a challenging 
game, recreate one quarter of an image 
which is completed when reflected in 
the mirrors. Shape, pattern and spatial 
relationships take a new perspective. 

Math matrix
Item #: 900000161

Practice spatial orientation by sorting the image 
cards into their respective places on the ma-
trix. Learn about size, position, color combina-
tions, and quantities. 

Fill the road
Item #: 900000162

Fill the roads by placing blocks  
of different lengths in the  
workboard. Practice fitting,  
measuring, comparing, and  
swapping lengths.

I learn to  
compare  
and measure  
lengths 
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Feel the letter 
Item #: 900000099

Follow letter shapes with your  
index finger or the wooden pen. 
Stimulates pre-writing skills,  
letter shape recognition and fine 
motor skills.

Stamp the letter
Item #: 900000100

Stamp the letters and create words. Follow 
all letters with a pencil.  
Develop knowledge of letters and  
fine motor skills. 

Tell the story
Item #: 900000111

Place 4 cards in a logical sequence and 
create a story. Develop logical thinking and 
story telling skills. Stimulate children to cre-
ate their own stories. With self-check.

I learn to 
build a story
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Animal logic 
Item #: 900000097

Challenging game based on the principle  
of the well-known Sudoku puzzles. The rows  
and columns may have each item used only  
once. Children engage analytical and  
creative thinking. 

Search and find
Item #: 900000109 

Insert one assignment card into  
the game box upper shelf and try  
to find the related pairs by lifting  
the red discs. Develop hand-eye  
coordination, spatial insight and visual 
discrimination. 

The products for language stimulate children to 
communicate and also to understand and express 
feelings. 

In addition, the child’s vocabulary is expanded and 
it will practices telling stories. 

Learning to understand, use and experience these 
skills lays the groundwork for reading  
and writing.
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Word bingo
Item #: 900000084 

Turn over the image cards 
one by one and look if the 
image is on your bingo card. 
Who is the first  
player to fill a  
bingo card?    

Complete  
the item
Item #: 900000098

Match the transparent 
image card that relates 
best to the image on the 
assignment card. Describe 
what you see and enhance 
vocabulary. 

Match three
Item #: 900000095

What is the opposite?
Item #: 900000096

Sort the image cards into related sets of 3. Describe and 
name each image to develop the vocabulary. 

Collect pairs of cards which are opposites of each other.  
Describe and name what you see and improve vocabulary.  

I learn new  
words and  
social skills
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Sort the profession 
Item #: 900000160 

Match the puzzle pieces with their  
corresponding occupations. Learn about 
occupations and practice vocabulary 
and fine motor skills. The puzzle pieces 
can be combined in any way, allowing 
for many different stories to be told.

Catch the emotion
Item #: 900000159

Try to find appropriate situations for each emotion. 
In doing so, practice recognizing and naming the 
4 basic emotions: happy, scared, angry, and sad. 
Expand your vocabulary and learn to deal with 
emotions by discussing them together.  

Lotto 4 seasons 
Item #: 900000158

Match the image cards and sort them 
by season. The theme sheets feature 
the same location throughout different 
seasons. Learn about the character-
istics of spring, summer, autumn, and 
winter, and expand your vocabulary.

I learn to 
recognize 
and  name 
seasons  
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Build with beads
Item #: 900000087 

Make colorful patterns with beads. 
Place a transparent bead board on 
or next to an image card and add the 
beads. Stimulates hand-eye coordina-
tion, spatial awareness and creativity.

Hammer tic
Item #: 900000088

Create mosaic designs with geometric shapes in vari-
ous colors. Model one of the assignment cards or make 
your own unique creations. Improve fine motor skills 
and hand-eye coordination.

Look and lace
Item #: 900000103

Create colorful designs by  
threading strings through the  
perforated assignment cards.  
Use the blank side to create  
your own designs.
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Lace the shoe
Item #: 900000163

Lace the shoes. Either copy the example card or 
come up with your own patterns. 

Practice fine motor skills by threading the laces. 
Carefully look to the left, right, up, and down, in 
order to practice spatial awareness.

Lace the sea animals
Item #: 900000102

Throw 2 color dice and lace a sea animal 
with the 2 corresponding  
colors. Or place a serie of cards  
on the table and lace the same sea ani-
mals. Develop visual discrimination, 
sorting and fine motor skills.  

Build with beads
Item #: 900000087 

With the products for fine motor skills, a 
child exercises the movements from the 
elbow, wrist and hand. 

They encourage the child to perform tasks 
that are small and precise.

Good fine motor skills are important for the 
development of writing.

I learn 
fine 
motor 
skills
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